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Abstract thank
you 
Thank you for submitting an
abstract for the 3rd International
Conference on UV and Skin
Cancer Prevention. Notifications
will be emailed on 22 July, 2015.
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In the meantime, just to help
orientate yourself to our fabulous
city of Melbourne, here are a few
tips....
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Why visit
Melbourne?
Melbourne Top 5s

We look forward to welcoming you
to Melbourne in December. We'll
keep you updated on the great
things to do and see as well as
some helpful hints on getting
around.

Here are the first top 5....

1. The Goldilocks effect - not too
hot, not too cold, just right! The
average temperature in Melbourne
in December is a pleasant 24C (
75F).

Don't forget to Slip! Slop! Slap!
Seek! Slide! during your visit. The
average UV Index during
December is UVI 10 -11 so very
high and extreme.
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2. Melbourne was voted as the
world's most liveable city. Why not
visit and see if EIU got it right.
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3. Melbourne has the largest urban
tramway network in the world with
free trams operating in the CBD.

4. Like coffee? So does Melbourne.
Melbourne has been voted as
having the world’s best coffee.
Check out some of Lonely Planet's
recommendations or just wander
around some of Melbourne's
laneways to find your favourite.
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5. On ya bike! There are 670km of
bike paths around Melbourne. Use
Melbourne Bike Share for some
cycling sightseeing.
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More Melbourne Top
5s to come....
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